[A clinical study on renal pelvic and ureteral tumor associated with bladder tumor with special reference to risk factors of subsequently recurrent bladder tumor].
The purpose of this report is to analyze the clinical feature of renal pelvic and/or ureteral tumor (RUT) associated with bladder tumor (BT) with special reference to risk factors of subsequently recurrent BT. Of the 49 patients with RUT who underwent surgery and were diagnosed pathologically as transitional cell carcinoma at the Department of Urology, Osaka National Hospital from April 1986 to October 1996, 20 patients (40.8%) had associated BTs. These patients were categorized to the following 4 groups, Group 1: 5 patients with BT preceding RUT, Group 2: 5 patients with concomitant BT, Group 3: 10 patients with subsequent BT following RUT operation and Group 4: 29 patients without any associated BT. The clinical course of these 4 groups were studied and compared with each other retrospectively. In group 1, the first BTs preceded RUTs by 19 to 81 months (mean 54.6 months). And during this relatively long period, the preceding BTs were treated by TUR for each recurrence, 1 to 9 times (mean 5.2 times). Two of 5 were bilateral RUT cases, which were observed only in this group. In group 2, the prognosis were relatively poor (5-year survival rate: 0%), because all RUTs of this group were high stage. And also the concomitant BTs were showing invasive feature during the observation period, despite they were superficial at first. Thus 3 of 5 underwent radical cystectomy. On the other hand, in group 3, the subsequent BTs, which developed at 2 to 26 month (mean 13.4 month) after RUT operation, were all superficial and resectable by TUR. The 5-year disease specific survival rate was 50% in group 1, 0% in group 2, 63.5% in group 3, 64.9% in group 4. Group 2 had the most poor prognosis. However there was no significant difference in prognosis among the 4 groups. Incidence of preoperative urine positive cytology was significantly higher in group 3, than in group 4 (87.5% vs. 44.8%). These results indicated that the RUTs with associated BTs have distinct clinical features depending on the sequence of association with the BTs. Especially the RUTs with concomitant BTs should be watched carefully as a high risk group with poor prognosis and possible development of invasive BTs. Positive urine cytology prior to RUT operation may reflect biological activity of tumor cell for dissemination in the lower urinary tract and we suggested preoperative urine cytology was possible predictor of subsequently recurrent BTs after RUT operation in this study.